
Several configurations for a wide variety of mail items

By offering several feeder configurations, the DS-75 

allows you to design and deliver attractive messages, 

making a major contribution toward efficient direct mail 

campaigns. Its flexibility is essential for delivering a truly 

professional mail set (with all documents folded together) 

every time. It also ensures perfect presentation and 

reduces the risk of jams. Last but not least, it guarantees 

the integrity of your mail.

Smart solutions to maximise flexibility

The exclusive flexFeed feeders enable you to process 

any document size or type. This provides full flexibility in 

combination with the unique semi-automatic envelope 

separation mechanism for feeding a wide variety of 

envelope types. You can use practically any size and 

type of material to address your prospective and current 

customers efficiently. As a result, the DS-75 will make 

a key contribution toward enlarging your market and 

business opportunities by offering unlimited possibilities 

for transactional and direct mail applications.

High productivity - ensuring mail 

quality and integrity

Full flexibility - creating business 

opportunities

For any environment - every user 

will love it

Easy to use - saving valuable time

Total mail flow optimisation:  
send more for less
The Neopost insert’n Frank solution allows you to 

automate your total mail flow by connecting the  

DS-75 to a Neopost franking system. Together with the 

Neopost’s flexFeed feeders and high folding capacity 

this enables you to optimise franking rates. It will also 

reduce downtime while processing all mail in one run.
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models shown: DS-75 max capacity, DS-75 high capacity, DS-75 plus with high capacity sheet feederPN
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Features & Benefits

Operational efficiency

Speed Up to 3,600/hour

load’n Go automatic setting Yes

flexFeed multi-format feeder Yes

Multiple sheet feeding Yes

Cascade from all feeder Yes

Number of feeders Up to 3 feeders

powerFold folding capacity Yes (up to 10 sheets 80 gsm)

Job memory 25

Manual feed Yes

Document feeder capacity 325 sheets 80 gsm

High capacity document feeder 
725 sheets 80 gsm

Optional

Envelope feeder capacity 325

High capacity vertical stacker 
up to 500 envelopes 

Optional

Fold types Letter, zigzag, single, 
double parallel, no fold

Different exits Optional side exits

Insert ’n Frank franking system 
integration

Optional

Document height 90-356 mm

Document width 130-230 mm

Document weight 60-250 gsm

Envelope length 90-162 mm

Set thickness 2,5 mm

Envelope width 160-248 mm

Tailor-made furniture Optional

Mail quality & security

secure’n Feed double detection Yes

Accumulate before folding Yes

Barcode Reader (BCR) Optional

Optical Mark Recognition (OMR) Optional

OptionalMail Piece Production 
Control (MPPC)

Optional

powerFold Yes (up to 10 sheets 80 gsm)

Tip to tip sealing Yes

Budget optimisation

Output Management Software Optional

insert’n Frank franking system 
integration

Optional

Online management

Remote assistance Optional Online Service (OLS)

New jobs upload Optional Online Service (OLS)

Preventive maintenance Optional Online Service (OLS)

Online service diagnostics Optional Online Service (OLS)

System Specification

Standard configuration:  
3 feeders with catch tray

Length x Height x Depth 1,300 x 725 x 454 (mm)

Weight 75kg

Why choose neopost?
Neopost make it easier to send and receive mail, 

email, SMS and packages so you can connect better 

with your external and internal customers.

Our equipment and advanced software can help you 

reduce costs, grow your business, manage digital 

communications and comply with latest legislation.

We can assist with design, production and 

distribution of transactional and marketing mail.  

And when customers respond we make it simple to 

process, track and store documents and emails.

Our team of expert Account Managers will tailor 

solutions to meet your needs. An extensive support 

network of field engineers, contact centre and  

on-line tools are available to ensure our solutions 

keep delivering.
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Are you working in an environment 
where mail matters and response 
time is key?

With its compact footprint, large loading and 

unloading capabilities and many enhanced features, 

usually available only on larger systems,  

the DS-75 brings you the highest level of 

convenience, productivity and versatility.

Automatically adapting to all your needs 

There’s no need for skilled operators thanks to the control 

panel with a graphical and intuitive touch screen that’s 

able to maximise ease of use. Just select your job and you 

will be finished before you know it. Alternatively, see how 

easy it is to create a new job using our exclusive load’n’Go 

intuitive procedure. Simply load your documents and 

envelopes and then press the start button. The DS-75 will 

automatically measure the length of all loaded documents 

as well as the envelope in order to adjust all settings and 

deliver the appropriate mail item.

Several configurations for a wide variety of mail items

By offering several feeder configurations, the DS-75 

allows you to design and deliver attractive messages, 

making a major contribution toward efficient direct mail 

campaigns. Its flexibility is essential for delivering a truly 

professional mail set (with all documents folded together) 

every time. It also ensures perfect presentation and 

reduces the risk of jams. Last but not least, it guarantees 

the integrity of your mail.

Barcode mail manager: personalising mail made easy

Not only does the barcode reading solution offer a fast 

and safe way of processing personalised mail, it also 

ensures perfect presentation. It enables you to greatly 

improve direct marketing activities and thus customer 

relations. It also gives you the satisfaction of knowing 

that you can send more for less while easily optimising 

franking rates.

The solution for multiple pages and various inserts

The DS-75 has an innovative and very intuitive solution 

for processing documents with varying pages and inserts. 

Simply select a grouping criterion, such as the invoice 

number, and you can collate multiple pages for the same 

recipient. You can even define different additional inserts 

for each group of recipients.

This unique software solution enables you to design direct 

mail applications in only a few minutes.

Smart solutions to maximise ease of use

The DS-75 gives you quick, safe and easy access to 

all parts of the paper path. You will quickly be up 

and running again if a break in production occurs. 

Furthermore, both the DS-75’s exceptional ease of 

use and its extraordinary quietness are of paramount 

importance. As a result, it adapts perfectly to any 

working environment.

Smart solutions to maximise flexibility

The exclusive flexFeed feeders enable you to process 

any document size or type. This provides full flexibility in 

combination with the unique semi-automatic envelope 

separation mechanism for feeding a wide variety of 

envelope types. You can use practically any size and 

type of material to address your prospective and current 

customers efficiently. As a result, the DS-75 will make 

a key contribution toward enlarging your market and 

business opportunities by offering unlimited possibilities 

for transactional and direct mail applications.

Improve communication impact while reducing costs

Neopost software management opens up a whole 

new world of mail creation possibilities. The DS-75’s 

automatic file sorting and merging capabilities will 

optimise costs per recipient. Moreover, the print machine 

document software helps you to add Optical Mark 

Recognition (OMR) or Barcode Recognition (BCR) marks 

to process jobs with variable page sets per recipient.

Monitor, secure and track your production output

Neopost offers you the security of knowing that your 

printed jobs are actually being mailed. Mail Piece 

Production Control adds a unique ID to each letter 

within the address block and builds up an audit trail for 

each production job. This provides you with real-time 

quality control and detailed line-item reports:

•  Assurance that jobs are accurate and complete

•   Real-time failure detection of missing or  

‘out-of-order’ mail items

•   A hard-copy ‘Proof of Mailing’ report for each  

mail production job

www.neopost.co.uk
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High productivity - ensuring mail 

quality and integrity

full flexibility - creating business 

opportunities

for any environment - every user 

will love it

easy to use - saving valuable time
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Customising your DS-75 to your needs is 
simply choosing the right configuration:

DS-75 Configuration 1

• 2 standard feeders
• 1 expert or special feeder
• envelope catch tray

DS-75 Configuration 3

• 1 high capacity feeder
• 1 expert or special feeder
•  high capacity vertical 

stacker

DS-75 Configuration 2

• 2 standard feeders
• 1 expert or special feeder
•   high capacity vertical 

stacker

DS-75 Configuration 4

• 1 high capacity feeder
• 1 maxiFeeder
•  high capacity vertical 

stacker


